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CHAPTER 1
ABOUT XOCOLAT
'Xocolat: Community and Cacao’ was a project built around Central American culture, everyday life in the Cacao fields of Nicaragua and personal experiences collected, through photos and journal entries, over the course of five years. I wanted my written component to reflect my time in Nicaragua, which at the time, was the poorest country in the Americas and sat just behind Haiti as being the poorest in the Western Hemisphere. Technology has not reached the rural towns where I spent several years of my life. Just as the furniture, farm equipment and homes are built by hand, so were the written documents, which were often written on scraps of recycled paper found in the home. Full letters and work documents were written within the margins of existing pamphlets and books, avoiding any chance of household items going to waste.

I decided to compile a series of journal entries to accompany the chocolate shop that I designed, built and assembled, telling the story of how they came to be and illustrating some of the experiences that inspired this space. From the lighting and benches, to the journal entries and package design, everything was built by hand and modeled after the lives of people in rural Nicaragua. If you have visited that part of the world, you will find it to be instantly familiar. The benches reflect church pews in their design and assembly. The colors and typography of the light installations fall into the bright color scheme of the artesian markets of Masaya. Journal entries are written carefully by hand, slowly constructed to be passed on, while leaving gaps to be filled in the future by school children and mothers in search of a free page margin to practice their arithmetic or jot down an important bible verse.
My hope for this installation was to build a space and an experience that were enjoyable and sustainable; using only what I could find and leaving any scrap of wood or margin of space that I could for future use.

These are my stories.
CHAPTER 2
MOMENTS BEFORE DEPARTURE
IF CRAMMING A LOT OF CRAP INTO A SMALL BACKPACK WAS AN OLYMPIC EVENT, I'D BE A GOLD MEDAL CONTENDER.

THE TIME HAS COME TO JUMP ON A PLANE. I'LL BE IN DC ON MONDAY AFTERNOON AND PLAN TO CHECK INTO MY HOTEL ROOM, DROP OFF MY LUGGAGE AND EXPLORE UNTIL I CAN'T EXPLORE NO MO. TUESDAY, I'LL BE ATTENDING A STAGING EVENT TO GET A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE PC, MEET SOME OTHER VOLUNTEERS THAT WILL ALSO BE LEAVING FOR NICARAGUA, AND MAKING SURE THAT ALL OF MY PAPERWORK, VISA AND PASSPORT ARE IN ORDER. I'VE NEVER BEEN TO DC, SO I HOPE TO SEE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE WITH MY FREE TIME. I'LL BE STAYING ON 15TH STREET, AROUND 6 BLOCKS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE, SO I COULDN'T HAVE HOPE FOR A BETTER HOME BASE. ONCE IN NICARAGUA, I'LL BE BOUNCING AROUND A LOT BUT YOU CAN FIND ME HERE:

RYAN HUBBARD, PCT
APARTADO POSTAL 3256
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA
AMERICA CENTRAL
CHAPTER 3
STEPPING OUT
WELL... AS MOST OF YOU ALREADY KNOW, I'M LEAVING ON MONDAY, MAY 9TH TO START A NEW CHAPTER. AFTER COMPLETING STAGING EVENTS IN WASHINGTON D.C., I'LL BE LOADING MYSELF AND A BACKPACK ONTO A PLANE AND DEPARTING TO MY NEW HOME, NICARAGUA. AS AN AGRICULTURE VOLUNTEER, I WILL BE WORKING MOSTLY IN THE FIELDS OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES AND IMPROVED FOOD SECURITIES AND PRESERVATION. I WILL BE SPENDING THE NEXT TWO YEARS SERVING MY COUNTRY AS A PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER, HOPEFULLY IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS OF RURAL NICARAGUA.
I've experienced the entire spectrum of emotions over the past few months but now that the time has come to go abroad, I'm feeling cool, collected and prepared. After attending a 'Bon voyage' party on Sunday and speaking with past volunteers (one of which was stationed in Nicaragua!), there is no doubt that this is what I was born to do. I know that the next two and a half years will be difficult, physically and emotionally but for the first time, I feel like I'm making the right life decision. It's a wonderful and liberating feeling.
Below I have included a very small section of my first Peace Corps application essay to better explain why I’m leaving home. Thank you all for your love and support. I feel truly blessed to have each of you in my life.
CHAPTER 4
UN CAMPESINO, SIEMPRE
THIS WEEK, I EXPERIENCED MY FIRST REAL TRIP TO THE NICARAGUAN COUNTRYSIDE. ALTHOUGH MY HEART HAS BEEN CONTENT DURING MY TRAVELS AND IN THE NICARAGUAN TOWNS, THIS WEEK CONFIRMED WHAT I'VE ALWAYS KNOWN; MY SOUL LIVES IN ‘EL CAMPO’.

YESTERDAY WAS MOTHERS' DAY THROUGHOUT CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE HOLIDAY IS WILDLY IMPORTANT TO THE NICARAGUAN PEOPLE (AS IT SHOULD BE). IN EVERY HOUSE, THIS IS A FULL, DAY-LONG EVENT FULL OF FESTIVITIES, QUALITY TIME SPENT WITH THE WOMEN YOU LOVE, AND PAYING RESPECT TO ONES THAT HAVE PASSED AWAY. I'VE LEARNED TO APPRECIATE AND EMBRACE MOST RITUALS AND DAILY ACTIVITIES HERE BUT THE LOVE AND ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL MOMS ON THIS DAY HAS BEEN MY FAVORITE CULTURAL ASPECT OF NICARAGUA SO FAR.
We left the house around 5 am to visit extended family in León, around three hours from Diriamba. The drive was beautiful; mile after mile of emerald-green farmland and forest scattered with houses and corner stores. We pulled into the city of León and my host dad, Ramiro, gave us the grand tour. We stopped first at one of the larger markets to buy flowers for his deceased mother. After buying three bouquets, we continued on to the main cathedral in the heart of the city.
The cathedral was huge, filling up an entire city block. My host family is Catholic as is the majority of the people that I've met here, so they were able to explain all of the artwork to me along with the importance of each architectural feature inside this giant, white church. Inside the cathedral were the remains of the famous Nicaraguan poet, Ruben Dario. His body is guarded by a large, marble lion. I don't often feel much of a connection to churches, but this cathedral blew me away with its beauty.
WE WALKED OUTSIDE AND BOUGHT SHAVED ICE FROM A VENDOR IN THE PARK. MY HOST DAD AND I SNACKED ON OURS WHILE WE WALKED THROUGH THE CITY STREETS, ADMIRING THE MEMORIALS AND MURALS OF PAST REVOLUTIONS AND THE PEOPLE THAT LIVED AND DIED FOR NICARAGUA.

WE LOADED BACK INTO THE BED OF THE TRUCK AND BEGAN OUR JOURNEY INTO THE CAMPO. ON OUR WAY OUT OF TOWN, WE STOPPED AGAIN FOR A POST-BAPTISM LUNCH FOR A NEPHEW/COUSIN OF THE FAMILY. I HAD A CHANCE TO SIT AND SPEAK WITH TWENTY OR SO FAMILY MEMBERS, ALL VERY CURIOUS ABOUT THE PALE-SKINNED STRANGER THAT SHOWED UP TO LUNCH WITH THE GRANERA FAMILY. THE ONE THAT I SPENT THE MOST TIME WITH WAS MY DAD’S 89 YEAR-OLD FATHER. WE SAT AND ATE TOGETHER, HIS LEGS CROSSED INTO HIS PLASTIC CHAIR, BLUE SHIRT UNBUTTONED AND HIS WEATHERED FACE PROTECTED FROM THE SUN BY THE BRIM OF A LARGE, BLACK COWBOY HAT. WE SPOKE FOR OVER AN HOUR ABOUT VENOMOUS SNAKES. I STILL DON’T KNOW HOW WE GOT ON THE TOPIC.
WE DROVE ANOTHER 20 KM INTO THE COUNTRYSIDE, STOPPING AT A SMALL CATHOLIC CHURCH WHERE MY HOST DAD AND OLDEST SISTER WERE RAISED. WE WALKED DOWN TO A SMALL, BRIGHTLY-COLORED CEMETARY WHERE WE SAT TO PAY OUR RESPECTS TO MY HOST GRANDMOTHER. WE TIED FLOWERS TO HER HEADSTONE.

THE RANCH HOUSE WASN'T TOO MUCH FURTHER DOWN THE ROAD. PROTECTED BY FIELDS OF BRIGHT GREEN YUCCA AND SUGARCANE, CATTLE, HORSES, WILD DOGS AND MORE CHICKENS THAN I CARED TO COUNT, THIS WOODEN-BEAMED FARMHOUSE WAS AMAZING. VERY MODEST AND PERFECT IN EVERY WAY. I MET SOME NEW FAMILY MEMBERS AND WALKED TO THE EDGE OF THE PROPERTY TO STARE OUT INTO THE EXPANSES OF ROLLING GREEN. THE ONLY SOUNDS CAME FROM INSECTS, HUNGRY BIRDS AND THE BOOMS OF AN APPROACHING STORM, PUSHING BLACK CLOUDS FROM INLAND. I SOAKED IN ALL OF THE SOUNDS AND SMELLS OF THAT FIELD FOR QUITE SOME TIME. IT FELT LIKE HOME.
AT SUNSET, I WALKED
WITH A SMALL ARMY OF
WOMEN AND LITTLE
GIRLS THROUGH THE
FIELDS TO BUY TREATS
FROM A SMALL SHOP. THE
DARKNESS AND HEAT
LIGHTENING CHASED
US HOME AND WITH
THE EXCEPTION OF A
FEW MAJOR TRAGEDIES
(SPLILLED CHIPS AND
CANDY, WHICH EACH
TRIGGERED AN
EXPLOSION OF TEARS)
WE MADE IT HOME
SAFELY. BY 8 PM, THE
SUN HAD BEEN GONE
FOR HOURS AND REPLACED
WITH FIREFLIES. THE SKY
OPENED UP INTO ONE OF
THE MOST INTENSE AND
ACTIVE ELECTRICAL
STORMS I'VE EVER SEEN.

I WATCHED IT ALL NIGHT
FROM MY HAMMOCK.
I rolled out of bed around 4:30AM, woken by the 80 stirring bodies that slept in hammocks all around me; the packs of barking dogs and the calls of screaming roosters (don't even get me started on roosters. They will absolutely be my undoing). By 5, the sun had fully risen and a cousin asked me if I could ride a horse. He seemed genuinely happy when I replied "Si, hombre, claro!". We saddled up two horses, opened a few gates and chutes and drove a head of around thirty cattle through the countryside, up to another pasture to graze for the day. 

The ride was beyond gorgeous; every shade of green imaginable. Vibrant birds sat above us and five volcanos ahead of us on the horizon. I focused hard to snap as many mental pictures as possible.
My companion was very interested in wooing local girls in English and he laughed while I shared and translated a few pickup lines. “How much does a polar bear weigh? Just enough to break the ice. Hi, I’m Horacio.” The sky opened back up over us on our ride home and the rain came down in short, heavy waves.

After lunch, a group of us drove to Cerro Negro (The Black Hill), one of the most famous volcanoes in the country. We hiked to the top. The black, volcanic soil baked beneath our feet as we ascended. We looked down from the crest and collectively decided to run down the face. We ran, jumped and tumbled at full speed, laughing and yelling the whole way down. For the first time in months, I didn’t feel like an outsider. Racing down that hill together, language barriers and cultural differences didn’t matter. We were just kids having fun together.
We headed home around 7 pm, exhausted. We ate dinner and gave my mom her gifts. I'd gotten her a set of six lotions and made her a card. I had spent a full day last week in a panic because I couldn't find her a proper gift. All I knew was: she likes floral-smelling lotions and has little decorations throughout the house. I was lucky enough to stumble across an unmarked perfume shop in town. The sad part of this is the fact that I brought an entire bag of gifts with me from the U.S. But that the gift bag was filled with all men's gifts. So I'm ending my day the happiest I've been all month, laying in bed tired and sunburnt, relieved that I was able to find a gift for my wonderful host mom and wondering how I moved with a bag full of men's gifts to a country run by women.

• • •
CHAPTER 5
MOMENT OF TRUTH
Seated directly across the living room from my PC Nicaragua site coordinator, Bayardo, I chose my words carefully. We started our conversation in Spanish and guiltily, I asked if we could continue in English. This was the day that I had been waiting patiently for, preparing for, and secretly dreading for months now and I didn’t want my future to be decided by a misspoken word. This was the moment of truth and my conversation with this soft-spoken man would determine my home for the next two years. My preferences for my future site were vague but I had two simple requests: "Bayardo... put me in the jungle and put me deep."
I had been sick for at least three weeks when I arrived to Estelí, in and out of bed, trying to pull it together for Spanish and Ag classes. I had only been in Nicaragua for two months and had already been on antibiotics three times for bacterial infections and parasites. We were all meeting up in a hotel for a couple days to meet and spend time with our Nicaraguan and INTA (Instituto Nicaragüense de Tecnología Agropecuaria) counterparts. Mine turned out to be one of my host brothers, Elmer. He was a shy 20-year-old who was nice enough to travel by bus and stay for two days with a Gringo who he’d be sharing his space with for an unknown amount of time. After introductions, we left together that afternoon to make our way to Jucuapa, my new home. We traveled, packed into a loud, crowded bus with almost no conversation between us, me being sick and him being silently shy.
ALL OF THE AGGIES HAD A MEETING TOGETHER A WEEK LATER AND SEATED TOGETHER, ONE-BY-ONE, WE LEARNED WHERE WE HAD EACH BEEN PLACED. WE WERE GIVEN OUR SITE: A PACKET WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION AND A THUMB TACK TO PIN INTO A LARGE MAP AT THE FRONT OF THE ROOM, ALLOWING US TO ALL SEE WHERE WE' D EACH BE AND HOW ISOLATED OR CONNECTED WE WOULD BE TO THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT. MY SITE (AS WAS THE CASE WITH MOST OF THE VOLUNTEERS) WAS MY FIRST CHOICE: JUCUAPA OCCIDENTAL IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF MATagalpa, NIC. THE MATERIAL THAT I WAS GIVEN FOR MY SITE WAS MINIMAL AT BEST BUT WHAT STOOD OUT TO ME WAS THE POSSIBILITY FOR WATERSHED AND AGROFORESTRY PROJECTS. I HAD NEVER BEEN TO THIS REGION AND KNEW VERY LITTLE ABOUT IT. WHAT WAS CLEAR, THOUGH, WAS THAT I WOULD BE LIVING IN A VERY REMOTE COMMUNITY AND THE PROSPECT OF THESE ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS WAS EXACTLY WHAT I HAD ALWAYS HOPED FOR.
WE MADE IT TO THE CITY OF MATagalpa around 3 pm after a quick, two-hour bus ride from Estelí. Walking through the noisy, dusty market, Elmer reminded me that transport is very limited to his house. We had missed the only bus for the day by three hours, so we had a couple options: stay with his sister in the city for the night and take the next bus up into the mountains the following day at noon or hike the 11 miles of road that snakes at high (by Nicaraguan standards) altitudes through the jungle.

- "I don't know, man. It's up to you. What would you do if I wasn't here? Would you hike or wait?" I asked.
- "Well," he said with a challenging glint in his eye, "I'd hike it. But do you think you can do it with your backpack?"

I'd gotten the answer that I had hoped for and with a nod in the direction of the house, we started our journey home.
WHEN WE STARTED
THE HIKE, I KNEW
THAT I WAS JUMPING
IN ARROGANTLY. I
KEPT REMINDING MY-
SELF THAT IT WAS
ONLY 11 MILES IN. I
COULD PICTURE LYNNE,
MY PAST FOREST
SERVICE PARTNER AND
WILDERNESS BFF,
SMILING AND SHAKING
HIS HEAD IN DISGUST.
WE USED TO HIKE
TWICE THIS DISTANCE
EVERY DAY WITH 100
POUNDS ON OUR BACKS,
OUR ARMS FILLED WITH
CROSSCUT SAWNS,
USUALLY ENDING THE
HIKE WITH A FOOT RACE.
SURE, WE'D HIKE MORE
DISTANCE OVER STEEPER
TERRAIN. BUT NEVER
SICK AND NEVER IN
THE TROPICS.
THE HEAT STARTED TO
BEAT DOWN ON US AND
MY BODY BEGGED FOR
CLOUDS. MY STOMACH
AND INTESTINES
THROBBED WITH PAIN,
INFECTED AND VERY
SWOLLEN, AND AS I
FELT THE MOISTURE
ZAPPED FROM MY
BODY, I WAS SO
GLAD THAT I HAD
FILLED MY WATER
BOTTLE BEFORE WE
LEFT ESTELÍ.
The road was rocky and clearly untouched by anything with rubber tires. The flat front country gave way to steep, winding roads. Thousands of perfectly-manicured rows of corn filled gaping scars of clear-cut hardwood trees on nearly every hillside. We walked alone for miles, eventually passing a pile of horse dung which, at this point, was the only sign we'd seen of anyone or anything traveling up this road.

I asked Elmer if he ever hitchhikes to lighten his load up the hill and his response was an obvious one: 

— "No, hombre. Vehicles never come up here."

We continued on in complete silence.
Looking back on that day, the hike was not that bad at all and I’m really glad that the introduction to my new home happened on foot. The elevation continued to increase and after crossing two large rivers, the valley exploded with life. Hardwood forests blanketed steep hillsides so thick that there was no sign of earth beneath the canopy. Vines spiraled down from these giant, twisting giants all along the road. Finally, for the first time in Nicaragua, there were no radios blaring. There was no echo of horns and engines of moto-taxis, honking liberally to let their presence be known to others on lawless city streets. Just birds, only insects and the sound of gravel under our feet as we pushed forward. Daydreaming, I was back home in the pasture and hiking the sierras with Luke. I was thousands of miles from home but the sounds of home were all around me and for the first time in months, my heart was at ease.
After a couple hours of hiking, we saw the house. It sat cradled on the other side of a steep ridge, surrounded by a rushing, clear river and countless acres of corn and beans. I was greeted warmly by my host mother, Margarita. She had a warm smile and a free-spirited, deep calm about her and I could picture her just as easily in a little surf home in Santa Cruz or living deep in the Humboldt Redwoods. The sun slid behind the hills soon after we arrived and I was offered a plate of Gallo Pinto (Nicaragua’s defining staple; a mixture of red beans and rice fried together) and a tortilla. I ate as much as I could despite my insides still feeling torn; scooping small spoonfuls alone in a room, except for the chickens and ducks at my feet and the cats perched on the shelf above me, praying for a piece of tortilla to fall. After eating, I received a tour of the small town from two small children. All of my best tours in Nicaragua were led by kids 3 to 9 years old.
WE WALKED TO GRANDMA'S HOUSE AND CROSSED THE RIVER (WHICH IS COMPLETELY NON-PASSABLE AFTER HEAVY RAINS. PEACE CORPS BRIDGE PROJECT? CHECK!) AND I MET AS MANY LOCAL PEOPLE AS I COULD BEFORE DARK. I SAT ON AROUND A DOZEN PORCHES, CHATTING MOSTLY WITH MONS AND GRANDMAS AND SIPPING SUGARY COFFEE UNTIL MY BLOOD SANG. RETURNING HOME, I FELT MY BURZ COME DOWN WHILE I SHUCKED BEANS WITH MARGARITA AGAIN, MOSTLY IN SILENCE. SHE SMILED AND SANG OCCASIONALLY BREAKING MID-SONG TO SCOLD THE CATS WHEN THEY'D OVERSTAY THEIR WELCOME IN THE KITCHEN. ONCE WE HAD TWO BUCKETS FILLED WITH BEANS, WE PARTED WAYS AND WENT TO BED.
It's hard to forget how far away from home I am when I look down the lush, green valleys and bathe in the river. But home will always be right where I left it. This is my community now and its people my family. In so many ways, this is what I've craved for years. Tucked away in the woods, sweating through my shirt and speaking a language that, a few months ago, was not my own. The next two years are going to be the most defining years of my life. This time is mine to do with it as I please. I was gifted this opportunity to make a difference and I am going to work very hard to make the most of my time in this tiny, Nicaraguan community.
CHAPTER 6
TIME TRAVELING IN NICARAGUA
I made my way immediately from the capital city of Managua to a rural fishing village in the department of Carazo to meet up with some of the current agriculture volunteers that were weeks away from ending their service, and meeting up to celebrate their time together. The partying was the same as it always has been and always will be; the sort of wild, loud happiness that only exists when immigrants are able to come together.
THE TRANSPORTATION OUT TO THIS LITTLE FISHING VILLAGE WAS JUST AS I REMEMBERED AND EXPECTED IT TO BE; A SERIES OF BUSES AND TAXIS CONNECTING CITY TO ISOLATED COASTLINE. BUSES IN NICARAGUA ARE FILLED TO THE BRIM WITH PEOPLE, LIVESTOCK AND CARGO. CRUISING THROUGH THE COUNTRYSIDE, THE CONDUCTOR LEANS OUT A WINDOW, SCREAMING THE NAME OF THE FINAL DESTINATION ON RAPID-FIRE REPEAT TO EVERY PASSERBY. IF AN ARM GOES UP OR A HEAD NODS, THE BUS STOPS AND THE PERSON LOADS ON, OFTEN HOLDING THEIR BABY UP TO THE DOOR OR AN OPEN WINDOW TO BE TAKEN BY A COMPLETE STRANGER WHILE THEY PUSH THROUGH THE MASSES OF HUMAN BODIES TO FIND A SMALL OPENING TO SIT OR STAND. EVERY TIME THE BUS STOPS, YOU THINK TO YOURSELF "THERE IS NO WAY THEY'RE GOING TO FIT ANOTHER PERSON ON THIS BUS. BUT THEY ALWAYS DO. AND ONCE LOADED, THE BUS CREEPS FORWARD AGAIN, SOMETIMES ONLY A COUPLE HUNDRED FEET BEFORE ANOTHER HAND GOES UP ALONG THE ROADSIDE.
Life here is slow and very hot. You live your life very sweaty and feeling very claustrophobic. Bodies are always pressed into other bodies. It's inevitable. Your sweat-dripping arm and chest will be pressed into a grandma as she sings to herself quietly or onto a new mother while she breastfeeds her baby while her other two children sit on each of your legs, looking in confusion and intrigue into your blue eyes, their little fingers running through your beard and stretching the blonde, sun-bleached curls in your hair. Often times, you are the only white person that these small kids have ever seen, much less interacted with, and these highly-intimate interactions happen every day that you travel. You learn quickly to be social and comfortable with people in a very different way. You have to, otherwise you'll go crazy, having sacrificed any hope of maintaining a personal bubble with physical boundaries.
CHAPTER 6
LOOKING BACK
These journal entries were meant to tell the story of how Xocolat came to be. To see more about the chocolate shop that was inspired by my experience abroad, please visit the link below.

https://vimeo.com/174696287

Paz y amor.

I would like to thank the people that helped make this experience possible. To everyone that supported my research, came to the chocolate shop and stuck with me each step of the way, I am forever grateful.